MODULE 1
THE POWER OF STUDENT
PLACEMENTS AND WORKBASED LEARNING

Module 1 Contents
In this module we are going to learn
what work placements or
internships are and explore how
beneficial they can be to the
students, the culinary food
businesses/ employers.
We will also learn how they can
have a significant impact on
reinventing our Culinary Heritage
both in life and in business.
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The basics of work-based learning

“

A Student Placement is a
‘real’ work experience gained
within a ‘real’ working
environment that will
complement and support the
student’s studies and
qualification while also
providing mutual benefit to
both the employer and the
student.

“

What are work placements?
Work Placements are a form of experiential learning
that integrates knowledge and theory learned in the
classroom with practical application and skills
development in a professional or practical setting.
Work placements give students the opportunity to
gain valuable applied experience and make
connections in the professional food world in which
they are considering as their future career path.
Work placements give employers the opportunity to
guide and evaluate talent but also, they can learn
from the students and the most up-to-date
techniques they bring with them from their colleges
or schools.
The parties usually involved in work placements
are the student, the employer, and the educational
institution the student attends.

What is a Vocational/Work Placement
A Vocational Placement is a structured workplace learning experience where a
student is placed in a desired Vocational Placement Organisation (in our case, a
culinary/food business), where they will receive practical training and
experience which goes hand in hand with their current academic studies.
The purpose of Vocational Placement is to provide an opportunity for students
to undertake tasks that relate to their specific course of study, to which they will
be able to demonstrate a competency standard upon completion of their
placement.
There are also opportunities for the host culinary business or organisation during
the placement period, and this course helps you the employer explore these in a
deeper way.

‘Internship’ Vs ‘Workplacement’
For some employers, the word ‘intern’ can
unfortunately conjure up a negative image.
In many industries, interns are considered to be
people with limited skills who demand a lot of
supervisory time for minimum results.
There is a perception that interns are taken on
only to perform very basic tasks/tasks that no
one else wants to do. Expectations of employers
and the intern can be low, expected to produce
few and unimpressive results.
However, with a structured approach, workplacements can be a hugely positive experience
for all involved. The course will equip employers
to benefit from these positives.

Fortunately, there are many employers who see workplacement students as creative, talented people, who expand
their organisations capacity with fresh approaches and learn
to get things done.
Work-placements can be very meaningful to small culinary
businesses, and we will show you why!
Businesses don’t want to miss the opportunity to profit from
the many benefits that students offer.

The main objective of a work placements is to:

• reinforce and deepen the knowledge acquired in the
classroom through practical work.
Refers
a good or service
being
• prepare the student for work
in a to
professional
environment.
offered by a company.

But did you know that in the culinary world, students can
add to innovation, competitiveness and sustainability?

Other objectives…
Work placements in the culinary food
industry are crucial to its sustainability.
Not only do they provide a great link
between industry and the education
bodies they also promote community
involvement.
Done properly, work placements can
become these multi-beneficial
experiences; for students, businesses,
educators and society.
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How the Employer or Business Benefits

Why should a culinary food business take on workplacement students?
To receive immediate assistance in current projects
Students bring new ideas and innovation to the business
To keep culinary heritage alive via recipe and method sharing
To instill creativity and encouragement in students
To benefit from students' energy & enthusiasm in the workplace
Intergenerational work practices become established
To pass on knowledge & skills to the next generation – increase levels of
interest in culinary careers
To select & develop future talent

REFLECT - HOW DO YOU RELATE TO THESE REASONS TO BE INVOLVED IN
STUDENT WORK PLACEMENTS ?

To set the scene, let’s hear from an employer
Meet Adriaan Bartels
(LinkedIn),
General Manager, the
Cashel Palace Hotel
and Mikey Ryan’s Bar
& Kitchen
Cashel, Co. Tipperary,
Ireland.

Cook It Forward: VET Company Cooperation Kit (An Employer's Perspective) - YouTube

Immediate Assistance
Students provide immediate practical assistance in
kitchen and hospitality settings. Many parts of Europe
are currently experiencing a staffing crisis in the
catering & hospitality sector as a consequence of the
Covid pandemic. Employers can gain assistance from
students to provide extra people power and avoid
reducing their business hours or even closure
IN IRELAND - 70,000 people have left the restaurant
sector alone since the pandemic hit, according to the
Restaurant Association of Ireland. There is also a
current shortage of 7,000 chefs.
READ Staff shortages affecting hospitality industry
(rte.ie)

Idea generation & innovation
Culinary training bodies/VET schools are
generally closely involved with the latest
developments and are keen to build strong
links with industry and with alumni thus
ensuring that graduates enter the workplacement with new and innovative theories
and practices.
Students are ready to share these skills with
the placement host and thus add to the
innovation of that business.

Intergenerational work practices
A common definition of intergenerational
work by the Beth Johnson Foundation (April
2001) is:

“Intergenerational practice aims to bring
people together in purposeful, mutually
beneficial activities which promote greater
understanding and respect between
generations and contributes to building more
cohesive communities. Intergenerational
practice is inclusive, building on the positive
resources that the young and old have to
offer each other and those around them.”

Impart Knowledge & Skills
Culinary business owners, managers, their
chefs and teams have been gaining experience
throughout their careers.
They have a world of lived experience and
knowledge and can act as teachers & mentors
to impart that knowledge be it traditional
recipes, techniques or methods onto students
– the workforce of the future.
This could be seen as a social responsibility on
behalf of the culinary business (giving back to
the community), but it will also enrich the
student’s experience considerably.

Culinary Heritage
A key focus of our EU project is to uplift
culinary heritage. Restaurants and locations
often have dishes associated with them in
terms of ‘place on a plate’ and if the recipes
aren’t passed on the tradition ends.
Recipe and method sharing within
establishments, allows recipes and
traditions to live on and protects our cultural
& culinary heritage.
Students can learn and recreate these
dishes and therefore ensure culinary
heritage survives while also being
innovative.

COOK IT FORWARD students have already created a bank of
recipes, real-life assignments, bringing them closer to the world
of work – check them out HERE

New energy & enthusiasm
Workplaces can become stagnant and
often need a boost of energy and
enthusiasm to get everyone back ontrack. Youthful students eager to learn
can create this positivity in the
workplace.
According to the Harvard business
review- energising co-workers leads
to improved performance.

Select & Develop Future Talent
As mentioned, the food and hospitality
industry is going through a skills shortage
crisis especially since the Covid
pandemic as a result of state
implemented closures and restrictions.
Having access and insight into new talent
is a huge advantage to host businesses.
They have direct contact, less initial
training involved and an existing
relationship with future graduates.

Summary:
Culinary business owners are constantly
pressured to be more innovative, efficient
and productive. Work-based learning can
be a powerful response to that pressure.
For SMEs, student placements, workbased learning and immersion in the key
areas of culinary heritage, entrepreneurial
and innovation learning can have a clear
return on investment – drawing from the
past, it enables them to innovate new
responsive products and services
demanded by ever changing markets.
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How the Student Benefits

Work-placements benefits for students:
They gain practical knowledge and experience
They learn about their culinary heritage from placement mentors
They get to put theory into practice and get creative in the kitchen
It enhances students’ group-work or collaboration skills
It boosts self-confidence in their ability
It enhances students’ communication skills
It initiates the development and expansion of their food network
It is an opportunity to explore career paths
It adds experience to their Curriculum Vitae (CVs)
Creates employment prospects for when their studies are complete

Practical Knowledge
Student understanding of working
kitchens comes mainly from TV shows
which can be sensationalised and give a
very wrong impression of the sector e.g.,
Kitchen Nightmares – YouTube.
While completing work experience in the
catering or hospitality setting, students
get firsthand, real-life exposure to
kitchen and hospitality management.
They learn the importance of systems
and working to deadlines and
demanding standards.

How Culinary Heritage
augments skills of today
While under the supervision of culinary
professionals, students are mentored
and learn new and old recipes.
Each culinary team/restaurant has its
own way of doing things and recipes
are often handed down from one
generation to the next. This exposure to
cultural and culinary heritage is unique
to locations often resulting in ‘place on
plates’

Theory into practice
Classroom theory is important but
practical
kitchen
or
hospitality
experience is essential. By getting
involved in the practical side of
operations, students quickly learn how
to manage time, be more creative, be
more self-reliant and how to use
equipment and techniques they have
learnt about in the classroom. For those
that are front of house, communication
skills are acquired, which are skills for
life.
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Collaboration skills
Teamwork and collaboration are essential
workplace soft skills, as no one works in a
vacuum, and one can only achieve so
much by ourselves. By partnering with
others, students can draw on multiple
peoples’ talents and learn from those more
experienced in the industry.
When students become team players, they
build strong relationships by supporting
other team members, which boosts overall
morale and increases productivity.
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

Self- Confidence
According to the Oxford Dictionary, “selfconfidence is the belief that you can do things
well and that other people respect you”.
Self-confidence is largely based on past
experiences and is gradually reinforced by
successes of all natures—social, emotional,
intellectual, and more. Work placements provide
exposure to these successes but also to ‘useful
failures’ (these teach you what isn’t working).
In the culinary world especially, mistakes are
often opportunities in disguise. For some
examples, click here
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

10 Foods Invented by Accident | TheRichest

Communication Skills
In today's competitive world, communication
skills are the most sought-after quality of an
educated person. Work-placements in food
& hospitality businesses give students
opportunities to hone communications skills
in the world of work effectively.
Communication is the process of sharing
ideas, information and messages with others
in a particular time and place. It includes
writing and talking as well as nonverbal,
visual and electronic communication, all
essential for the successful future career of a
student.

Developing networks
Networks act as a platform that enable
connection and collaboration between peers
and so they can empower students to create
positive change within their own life and future
career plans.
Work placements can initiate the development
of contacts and expansion of networks for
culinary students and thus can create
opportunities in their future career paths.
In Module 3 we discuss the importance of
Alliances and how the use of forums and
groups can be used as a tool for students
seeking out connections and networks.

DELVE DEEPER - INTERESTING
ARTICLES and Communities
available to students:
Should I be networking? Exploring
the importance of networking for
students
15 Essential Benefits of
Networking
About - Chef Network

The Power of Meaningful Networking
Here Andrew Griffiths talks
about how Networking is one
of the most crucial skills
needed for success. It is also
one of the most daunting
tasks for people of all ages.
He shares How we can we
avoid empty transactional
networking and nurture
genuine human connection
in our professional lives.

The Power of Meaningful Networking | Andrew Griffiths | TEDxPCL - YouTube

“I define connections as the
energy that exists between
people when they feel seen,
heard, and valued; when they
can give and receive without
judgment; and when they
derive sustenance and
strength from the
relationship.”
Brené Brown.

Explore career paths
While putting classroom theory into
practice and gaining meaningful
experience in the workplace, workplacements can give students an
indication of the career route in the
culinary sector they feel they may like
to follow or pursue, or conversely it
could highlight to them their
unsuitability to a particular role or path
which they would have been unaware
of prior to the placement.

CV development
Experience gained to date is often
deemed to be the most important
section on one’s CV, even sometimes
ahead of education and interests.
Work-placements give students
relevant experience that they can
develop on in future roles but that can
be mentioned on their CVs or
resumes. A work placement will
therefore also create a worthwhile
referee for future roles if called upon.
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Bridging the Generation Gap

“

Before COVID-19 was declared a pandemic,
one of the pressing human resource issues
confronting organisations was managing an
increasingly multigenerational workforce. The
crisis provides an opportunity to examine if the
traditional approach of segmenting by age
groups remains valid in a time when the
demographic profile of the workforce is
changing dramatically.

”

Source

What is a generation?
People born at the same time, in the same
locality, that have lived through similar life
experiences are grouped into a “generation”
and tend to have similar prospects,
outlooks, preferences, attributes and value
systems. So, depending your age, lifestyle,
habits, or certain characteristics one may
fall in a particular type of ‘generation’.
Each generation category, depending on
the circumstances , has its own traits like
behaviour, ideology, communication,
motivation, preference, likes, dislikes, worklife balance strategy or financial needs.
There are big differences between the
generations.

Generations
Year bands vary by source but
those here are a guideline to the
generation categories. For the first
time in history, it is possible to have
five generations in the workforce.
Do you think this presents a
challenge or an opportunity for
today’s employers and whether
generational workforce differences
affect our ability to manage people
effectively?

19251945

Traditionalists

19461964

Baby Boomers

19651976

Generation X

19771997

Millennials (Generation Y)

19972021

Generation Z (Gen-Z)

Five Generations Working Side by Side in 2022

Traditionalists
•
•
•
•
•

World war 2
Disciplined
Workplace
Loyalty
Move to the
‘burbs’
Vaccines

‘Boomers’
•
•
•
•
•

Civil/women’
s rights
Experimental
Innovators
Hard working
Personal
computers

Generation X
•
•
•
•
•

Fall of Berlin
Wall
Independent
Free Agents
Internet,
MTV, AIDS
Mobile phone

Generation Y
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9/11 attack
Community
Confident
Immediacy
Diversity
Social media
Google, FB.

Gen-Z
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green agenda
Optimistic
High
expectations
Apps
Social games
Tablets/device
s

CHARACTERISTICS OF
GENERATIONS X, Y AND Z

WATCH
THIS

A synopsis of the main characteristics of
the our most populated generations
Generation Z: Transforming The System
- YouTube

An altering the
demographic profile
• Europe’s workforce is aging
• Declining birthrates means a smaller
pool of younger talent
• Retirement ages are higher
• The 27 countries in the European Union
plus the UK had 58 million workers age
50+ in 2010 by 2019 this number had
risen to 77 million (Deloitte Insights).
COOK IT FORWARD sees this as an
opportunity for today’s employers
especially in Culinary Businesses and now
we discuss how an intergenerational
workforce can benefit the workplace!

Bridging the generation
gap…
Some of the benefits of intergenerational
work include:
• the creation of age friendly
communities.
• All generations have a lot to both teach
and learn from each other and
contribute to lifelong learning.
• Protect our culinary heritage
• Tackle issues around stereotyping and
ageism.

Challenges & collaboration
Managing an increasing multigenerational
workforce brings a set of new challenges.
Organisations must walk a fine line between
creating opportunities for young people to
advance (or risk losing them) while also
ensuring veterans, whose skills are needed in
tight labour markets, feel included.
To maintain productivity and innovation,
businesses must persuade employees of
different ages and backgrounds to collaborate.
This demands an ability to identify the skills and
strengths of individuals, recognise how they
can contribute and understand how to engage
with them and each other.

Cook it Forward
This project would not be possible
without us bridging that generation gap.
We wouldn’t have recipes or
techniques to pass down without
previous generations.
We wouldn’t know the history or
traditions that surround our local foods.
We would have nothing to reinvent or
innovate.
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Reverse Mentoring

“

Also known as “upward
mentoring”, reverse mentoring
turns the traditional hierarchical
approach to mentoring on its
head. Rather than having a
senior player take a less
experienced player “under their
wing”, reverse mentoring
relationships place the more
senior person as the primary
learner and emphasise the
experience of the junior person.

”

Benefits…
The objective of reverse mentoring is
primarily to enable leaders and managers to
stay in touch with their business and the
outside world via these students who can
introduce new techniques & recipes.
But the advantages go both ways as more
junior personnel have an opportunity to
understand and be heard by more senior and
experienced people, thus gain confidence
and get to put theory into practice.

Usually, a mentor is expected to be
more senior and more experienced
than his or her mentee. However,
reverse mentoring recognises that
there are skills gaps on both sides,
and that each person can address
their weaknesses with the help of the
other's strengths.

Fresh Perspective…

Younger members of staff who are just
entering the workplace often have new
skills and expertise,
and or
they
canbeing
provide
Refers to a good
service
offeredand
by aways
company.
fresh perspectives
of working
that can benefit their more established
colleagues.

“Professional Friendship”

In reverse mentoring, a junior team
member or work-placement student,
enters into
a "professional friendship"
Refers to a good or service being
with someone
more
offered
by asenior,
company.and they
exchange skills, knowledge and
understanding.

What reverse mentoring does:
1.

All employers are striving to be more committed to diversity in the workforce, this
practice is resulting in the development of quality relationships and connections at all
levels.

2. Culinary businesses & employers are increasingly required to adapt and keep up to
speed with technological advances and digitalisation. Young people can bring digital
skills and competencies, and often times, work placement students are more
experienced in the latest technologies or techniques.
3. It advances the technical skills and knowledge sharing understanding of senior catering
or hospitality staff /management.
4. As well as providing a safe place for senior or more experienced staff to learn, these
mutually beneficial relationships also give students a sense of purpose and belonging.

Reverse Mentoring in Business: Part 1
The story goes that reverse
mentoring was born when
Jack Welch, the retired CEO of
General Electric, came up with
the original concept when he
returned from a trip in 1999
and asked his top leaders to
find a junior-level mentor to
teach them computer skills.

Jack Welch and Reverse Mentoring in
Business - Part 1 - YouTube

Reverse mentoring in business: Part 2
It might seem unusual at
first, but reverse mentoring
is a great way of sharing
knowledge in business.
But how can you
implement it? This
animation gives some brief
general guidelines as to
what method would best
suit different businesses.

Reverse Mentoring in Business - Part 2
- YouTube

Employer Exercise:

As a culinary business list 3 techniques,
recipes or skills you or your senior staff
could impart onto a more junior staff
member (student) while on a workplacement within your catering or
hospitality business.

www.cookitforward.eu
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